Iterative electrodes increase neural recruitment for deep brain stimulation.
Deep brain stimulators require surgical replacement when primary cell batteries are depleted. We designed novel electrode contact geometries based on the principle of iterative element addition as a method of increasing perimeter. Our hypothesis was that these novel, high-perimeter designs would increase surface current density variation and neuronal activation, thus improving stimulation efficiency by decreasing power requirement. Finite element models of iterative electrodes displayed greater surface current density variations on the electrode surface. Subsequent analysis of their activation efficiency when 100 neurons were randomly positioned either parallel or perpendicular to the electrode yielded higher stimulation efficiencies in response to a monophasic cathodic voltage pulse with a pulse width of 100 μs. Recruitment curves showing the percentage of activated axons as a function of stimulation intensity yielded a ~8% and ~24% reduction in threshold voltage and a ~2% and ~28% reduction in power consumption when nerve fibers were oriented parallel and perpendicular to the electrode, respectively. This heightened efficiency would reduce the frequency of surgical replacements of depleted stimulators, as well as induce fewer side effects associate with high voltage requirement for therapeutic stimulation.